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tD N A SEEMINGLY innocuous 

union election during the 
of 1959, industrial

vI-iJcK-r-flirT

summer 
workers of Humble Oil and Re

fining Co. (HORCO) in Baytown, Texas, elected 
new collective bargaining representation; the se
ries of social and political conflicts that this elec
tion provoked changed forever the paternal at
mosphere which had existed since the refinery's 
infancy (Haenel 42-54). From Baytown's incep
tion, Humble, through company housing, stores, . „ mpany
and community programs, created what became an unapologetic co P ^ 
town consciousness. This system maintained its strength *1^°^ ^
sociopolitical pressures typical of what is called "welfare capitalism, 
these pressures, coupled with overt polices of punishment and rewar ,
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After forty years ...the local workers
smoideringdiscontentfester- had unified to assert independence — 
ing within the workers'ranks • j » ,
(Henson ii6-i7). Although an independence that reflected an
oX™So^nceC °VeraXl Change in Humhle's complete 

Goose Creek oil field strikes dominance of the community.
in 1918, a successfully orga- 
nized and sustained effort,
countering the company's accepting an institution of pa- 
political and economic arse- temalism carefully nurtured 
nal, had never been achieved, by Standard Oil's "company 
Soliciting a majority backing union" policies, the local 
of craft and industrial work- workers had unified to assert 
ers required taking on two independence—an indepen- 
monumental obstacles. The dence that reflected an over- 
foremost difficulty lay in con- all change in Humble's com- 
vincing this body, centered plete dominance of the 
within a town that owed its munity. 
existence to one industry, that Standard Oil of New Jersey
an adversarial relationship and HORCO created the 
between labor and manage- unincorporated city of Bay- 
ment even existed. In addi- town to provide housing for 
tion, Standard Oil, the estab- the labor resources necessary 
lished industry leader, held to build and run its new re- 
the cherished position of set- finery (Larson & Porter 198- 
ting the wage and working 203). The key factor control- 
condition standards for the ling this work force 
nation, a position that it vehe- "Golden Rule" union dictated 
mently guarded. In the face by J.D. Rockefeller, Jr. in the 
of Standard Oil’s carefully or- wake of the waning public 
chestrated "Golden Rule" opinion of business. As a di
union and in light of the pub- rect result of the bloody strikes 
lie opinion in this "company against Standard Oil at 
town," a successful challenge Ludlow and Bayonne in the 
to the Standard Oil's iron will early twentieth century 
seemed impossible. But in (Levinson 254-56), Standard 
1959, a National Labor Rela- Oil had hired W. L.
tions Board (NLRB) election, Mackenzie, former Premier of
which granted representation Labor for Canada, to keep 
to an "outside" union, pre- unions out of plants and to 
sented the culmination of the engineer a plan of action de
industrial workers perennial signed to promote loyalty 
challenge to the "company among employees (O Connor 
union"established by Humble 95-96). The main ambition ot
»n 1920 (Haenel 77, NLRB the King plan, as described by
1959). This election signifi- Melvin Rothbaum, was to s 
cantly marked an historic up an in-house group spo 
change. After forty years of sored by management an

establish a series of welfare 
benefits and a "company 
union" (8). Early in Humble's 
history, those who had objec
tions to working for out-of- 
state investors and those in
volved inunionactivi ties were 
culled or had quit; this exodus 
left a nucleus of extremely 
loyal workers and created a 
siege mentality for the com
pany town that Humble built. 
This mentality was only 
strengthened by the opposi
tion of the State of Texas to 
yankee investments — 
meaning in this case Standard 
Oil of New Jersey (Larson & 
Porter 71-7). But even with

com-

was a
the fierce loyalties of those 
owing their allegiance to 
Humble, there was always an 
independent element.

In Baytown, Mackenzie 
King's plan manifested itself 
in the form of The Joint 
Council. The Council, origi
nally intended by the plan as 
a forum for the management 
and theemployees, eventually

into a devicedegenerated 
which the plant superinten- 
dent used to punish and re
ward employees who chal
lenged president Ross 
Sterling's patriarchal values in 
a Goose Creek Oil field clash
withtheNationalGuard. Bom
W i this conflict, an intensely

faction, the Oil Workersfrom
loya
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International developed a nently." On the same page little Ingleside plant. Shortly 
strong following (Henson 116- was the news flash 'Workers afterward, management shut 
17). Although it held no for- in the Humble Refinery voted down the operation. Rumors 
mal power in the plant, Local heavily Tuesday in favor of persist even today that 
333 OWI had been a principal an employees' federation as Humble, reacting to the suc- 
antagonist to the company sole bargaining agency under cessful union threat, fabri- 
unions since Robert Oliver the Wagner Labor Act" (May cated economic justifications 
had challenged the system in 1937). ThelAOFGWRW-AFL for the shut down although 
1933 (Larson & Porter369-75). fought this front union to re- Larson and Porter in The His- 

During this conflict place the illegal Council, car- lory of Humble argued that 
Humble enacted several rying the case to a Supreme management based its ded- 
changes in company policies Court which, for the second sion primarily upon cost effi- 
to discourage outside unions time, declared the company- ciency (600-06). Regardless of 
and erected the famous sponsored alliance illegal. Humble's intent in transfer- 
"Oliver Fence" (fearing the However, the Federation was ring these workers, the labor- 
strikers, Humble had set up a persistent and eventually won ers, along with the returning 
barrier fence around the an appeal in a friendly New World War II veterans, formed 
plant). Humble's aggressive Orleans appeals court (Larson a solid base of independent 
anti-union attitude and the & Porter 372-3). That this thinkers who rejected the pa- 
economic threat to the town small CIO group continued to ternalism of the company 
helped to create adverse pub- rebound after seemingly end- union (Cutbirth). However, a 
lie reaction to the strikers. This less defeats bore testimony to majority of the community 
sentiment, coupled with the the tenacity of its idealism, 
plant superintendent's threats 
to those who were intending in a town which derived its good for the community. They 
to join the union, served to sustenance almost solely from echoed this attitude through 
strengthen Humble's Joint the industry being challenged decertification elections in 
Council (Henson 116-17). created other hardships; local 1948, 1950, and 1956, which 
Through the efforts of the business attitudes frustrated the Federation won decisively 
merged international Asso- efforts in even finding a place (Haenel 74-7). 
ciation of Oil Field, Gas Well, to establish a union hall. The 
and Refinery Workers Baytown Rod Reel and Gun Oil Workers Intemational- 
(IAOFGWRW-AFL), with Club finally granted thegroup C.I.O. remerged and by 1956 
which Local 333 OWI was now a side door and some space realigned under the title of 
affiliated, the Council was which the union members the Oil, Chemical and Atomic 
declared illegal under the built into offices (Coulter). Workers (A.F.L.-C.I.O.). As 
Wagner Act. However, within This area eventually became part of the OCAW's continued 
three days, this union re- the hub of local Democratic organizational efforts and the 
emerged under the guise of Party activity as public sup- 1958 International Conven- 
The Baytown Employees port grew (Coulter). Another tion's mandate to organizing, 
Federation (BEF). An obi tuaiy morale booster was the influx Local 333 in Baytown received 
notice inHumble Bee, the house of members from Humble's renewed financial aid and 
newspaper, mourned the recently closed Ingleside organizational personnel 
passing of the Council. "The plant. Earlier, Ingleside had (Rothbaum24-48). Ironically/ 
General Joint Conference, represented the only serious at the same time, the increas- 
which for seventeen years threat to Humble's company ing dictates from corporate 
provided an effective means union policy, and in 1942 the headquarters in New Jersey 
of settling problems concern- CIO successfully organized challenged local autonomy* 
ing employee-employer rela- the Ingleside plant. In 1945 The success of the com- 
tionships, adjourned perma- the union won a strike at the pany's paternalistic atbtu

still believed that what was
Finding social acceptance good for Humble Oil was

On the national front the

I
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hinged upon controlling The move proved to be the Rothbaum states, "For years, 
popular issues such as wages first major strategical error the OCAW had been trying to 
and benefits. This philosophy that the management of the defeat the incumbent inde- 
gave the company a broader Baytown refinery had made pendent unions at the large 
latitude in the management since the inception of refineries in Sugar Creek, 
of its labor assets without Mackenzie King's policies. Missouri, and Baytown, 
arousing discontent (Bailey, HORCO underestimated the Texas. They finally succeeded 
Coulter, Cutbirth). The value which even the most because of the craft classifica- 
company's efforts in 1958 to pro-management workers tionissue. For the first time in 
dissolve craft lines were ap- placed on craft lines as nec- many years, the workers in 
parently not viewed by upper essary to job security. This independent or non-union 
management as very contro- attitude gave rise to a previ- refineries felt the need for a 
versial to its industrial em- ously unrealized discontent strong union capable of pro- 
ployees since the Federation's among a normally complacent tecting their job interest." (42- 
contract with Humble never Federation majority. In The 43) 
effectively protected the in- Government of the Oil, Chemi- 
tegrity of craft differentiation, cal,and Atomic Workers, Melvin members of the OCAW L.U.

Although the old line

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BaYTOWN HISTORICAL MUSEUM

Baytown's massive Humble refinery, one of the largest in the world, was the scene of a bitter union 
struggle in the late 1950's.
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333 appreciated the increased efforts (Letter to Potter). Given was simple—expose the Fed- 
interest in their union, these the on-going national scandal eration as an extension of 
older members were not as with Jimmy Hoffa and the Humble policy and as another 
intimidated by thebroad craft- Teamsters, this tactic was anti-union weapon in Stan- 
line classification issue. The probably more effective than dard Oil's war chest (OCAW 
independent spirit of many of realized today. The other letter 1959). However, the 
these workers was voiced by tactic, and one proven sue- campaign was not without the 
J. B. Coulter, the president of cessful in past campaigns, typical political spectrum of 
local 333 during this period: appeared in the local newspa- gossip and accusation. Insub- 
_______________________ stantial rumors of strike

countered stories of graft and
The campaign was not without the corruption in the Federation.
typical political spectrum of gossip
and accusation. Insubstantial rumors outcome of the election

r , .T , , , . i- /■. ■* seemed certain — a repeat of
of strike countered stories of graft and history. Butthefinai tally sur- 
corruption in the Federation. prised almost everyone; the 

forty year old company union 
rule came to an end in August 
1959 (NLRB vote tallies), 

"many of the older hands came per, The Daily Sun : yellow The victory gave the 
off the farm and felt that [they] banner, full page advertise- Intemational'smoraleamuch 
could do just about any job ments proclaimed "STRIKE needed breakthrough. The 
out there [the refinery]—with AT HUMBLE" with an ac- 1959 convention instituted 
the exception of a few highly companying story promoting sweeping organizational 
technical skills." Furthermore, the virtues of the company changes; the OCAW commit- 
a changing economy had and the union, joining hand in ted 50% of its overall budget 
make the time ripe for new hand to iron out problems to organizing and borrowed 
developments; a deepening together. More ominous were another $250,000 from other 
national recession was pro- tales about other strikes on unions to initiate an unprec- 
moting a growing national the part of national unions edented attack on the oil in
disenchantment with what which had opposed Standard dustiy (Rothbaum 44-7). The 
was perceived as a pro-busi- Oil (Anonymous Clipping). International office stationed 
ness Eisenhower ad ministra- In previous NLRB certifi- a full-time organizer, Anthony
tion (Jordan & Litwack 733 & cation elections, the equality Hodnik, in Baytown to so-

issue guaranteed by the con- lidify their efforts. But the 
Evidence suggests that the stitution of the CIO had been sweet taste of victory soon 

Employees Federation met the a factor (Haenel 123-4, turned to bitter; a forty year 
news of the petition for an- Coulter). While the issues tradition was not about to die 
other NLRB certification rallied the black community, without a whimper, 
election with apathy. An they simultaneously alienated "Company" came out of its 
obligatory news circular em- some whites. The merging of state of shock intent on ven- 
phasizing that under OCAW the AFL-CIO in 1955 served geance, making life hard for
rule the employees would to defuse the racial conflict for the new employee bargaining
relinquish control of strike the OCAW; however, it had a unit (Bailey). The give and 
vote, dues, grievance, and crippling effect on a federation take relationship of the pas 
contract approval to the In- which had only given lip ser- was immediately replacea 
temational Union "bosses" in vice to the minorities (123). with a "force me if y°”
Denver constituted its main The OCAW's campaign attitude;benefitsthathadoeen

746-7).

The
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taken for granted in the past From 1959 to I960, not to give rise to growing 
evaporated. Old members important grievance brought concern over the fears set forth 
recall that the company forced forth by the Local #333 was by the Federation in the past 
every grievance into arbitra- resolved without being elections. Fear gripped the 
tion. To compound the new pushed into binding arbitra- newer members of the oil 
union's woes, the company tion. The company was doing workers union who had found 
maintained its old attitude of its level best to promote an it unbelievable that with the 
paternalism for the old and antagonistic relationship — paternalistic attitudes of the 
established AFL unions like and was succeeding at it oil communities a democratic 
those of the electricians and (Coulter). strike vote could ever be
the machinists. Doubt re- For years Humble avoided achieved. The adversarial 
mains that the company ex- wage negotiations by taking relationship that the company 
pected any backlash from its the initiative and setting a had with this union, coupled 
actions, but this unfair situa- wage standard ahead of the with the outward inability of 
tion promoted a solidarity other plants in the area. This the OCAW to deal effectively 
among all trades instead of practice effectively killed with the company, led many 
weakening unity (Bailey). At wage negotiations since the to doubt that an International 
the end of a frustrating year otherplantsarguedthatifthey union or its representation 
for the new union, the Fed- had to pay more than Humble, could ever really force the 
era tion petitioned the NLRB they could not compete; pay- company into negotiations 
for another certification elec- ing more would just jeopar- that were not in its own best 
tion. In light of relatively few dize their market share, self-interest, 
gains and many losses for the HORCO skillfully set up its 
new representative union, the contract negotiations just be- president of L.U. 333, recalled 
battle cry went from one fore any others; therefore, bitterlythediscontentofmany 
which extolled the power of historically one could gauge union members: "A growing 
being associated with a large when the other refineries' number of workers were an- 
union to one which echoed a contracts were about to come gry at the union; I remember 
sentiment expressed in a up by when Humble gave a them tearing up their card in 
OCAW handout: "There is no
Magic in a union, the Magic is — ■■ ■ ■■ ■
in the membership." The jTjg seeds of discontent were at this 
pleas success, evidenced in .theinabiiity of the Federation point becoming weeds ... jertuizea oy

the company's holding a hard line on
onstrated the lack of faith in all issues . • • 
the old Federation. The or
ganization under that name ( . mPetines
never threatened again. raise. The Federation had al- the mid e $ what j

All was still not well with ways taken credit for the wage and saym& ion »• l.E.
the OCAW. The seeds of increases. Now that the Fed- think o y an active mem- 
aiscontent were at this point eration was gone, the com- Kirk ey, pe^eration ancj the 
becoming weeds — these pany granted wage increases n0W led the discon-
weeds fertilized by the to the old crafts but denied ^-j^-oup which later took 
company’s holdinga hard line them to the OCAW (Coulter, Guif Coast Indus-
on all issues and generally Bailey). ^iWorkers Union. On June
rnaking life miserable for its In 1962 the employees at « the group underJ.he 
members — began to have a Shell Oil in Pasadena went 3, "'ncy 0f Kirkley filed a 
dlingeffectonthenewunion. out on an ill-fated strike that Pre

one was

Roy Cutbirth, another ex-
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petition with 675 names with town Refinery (NLRB vote "Company" is still felt strongly 
the NLRB for another election, tallies). Although the out- in the local politics, the work 
Kirkley's "salt water boys" come of the election fell in the force and the city no longer 
were viewed by most of the direction that the company speak with one unified voice 
workers as another Baytown preferred (Bailey, Cutbirth, for Standard Oil of New Jersey 
Employees Federation under Coulter), the events from 1959 but, instead, with the typical 
a different name, but many to 1964 marked an overall shift bickerings of urban democ- 
were willing to accept a com- in the control that the com- racy. As a result the "Bay- 
promise after four frustrating pany had over the workers. town attitude" that Olga 
years of Humble's hard line 
(OCAW Newsletter). The change in the paternalistic longer exists, 
company had broken the will attitude of the company. Employment at Exxon is no
to resist in most of the em- Standard Oil initiated major longer a requirement for social 
ployeesby answering the 1962 organizational changes in status or acceptance in Bay- 
OCAWs wage request with a 1965 which dissolved the tra- town. Exxon is still the 
two page letter announcing a ditional community funding, dominant industrial employer 
75% reduction in the work sponsorship of civic groups, of the area, but much of the 
force, and the siege mentality and the institution of the local labor force today views 
of old Baytown became a Humble Club. The traditional it as one of the narrow job 
survival mentality (Company "company town" atmosphere opportunities in the area 
Memo 1963). On July 9,1963, which the corporation created rather than a way of life. The 
Local 333 was ousted by an and under which the com- sense of individual worth 
overwhelming majority, and munity had thrived was all which has evolved in the city 
the Gulf Coast Industrial but dead, surviving only in and in this refinery took root 
Workers became the repre- subtle influences. Today, al- in labor struggles as old as the 
sentative group for the Bay- though the domination of the city itself. ☆

There was also a marked Haenel noted in 1958 no
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